
   

 

  

 
 

 
 

Are Your Mobile Devices HIPAA-Compliant? 
Okay, so we’ve told you about encryption on computers, but what about mobile 
devices like iPads, iPhones and Androids? Can you encrypt these so that PHI on 
them is not accessible by anyone but you? The answer is yes and it is actually quite 
simple in most cases. 

Encryption on Apple Devices 

• According to TechTarget, [Their team] “found the Apple iOS to be more secure, in 
part because iOS has very limited multitasking functions. It has more security 
features than Android or Windows at this time.” 
 
• Turning on an iPad’s passcode feature automatically encrypts all the data stored 
on the device. The device will prevent access to the passcode if the wrong one is 
entered 10 times consecutively.  
 
• The iPad can encrypt messages through the Advanced Settings Option under 
Account Information.  
 
• The iPad’s built-in email client supports encrypted email transfers over the Secure 
Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol. To turn on SSL, go to the Advanced Settings option 
under Account Information. This will not encrypt email while it is on your iPad, but it 
will encrypt emails sent over the internet between your iPad and your email server. 
 
Click here for Android device instructions and more details... 

 

 
 



 

Autism Awareness Month 

How can you promote autism awareness, autism acceptance and to draw attention 
to the tens of thousands facing an autism diagnosis each year? 
 
> Host, support + attend local events 
> Share your experience / story 
> Join the Autism Matters newsletter 

 

 
 

 

PIMSY Has Empowered Us 

"I LOVE how the notes are connected to the billing. It keeps the counselors 
accountable to get their notes done.  

 
The longer we have PIMSY, the more we like it. PIMSY has empowered us to do 

things I didn’t even know were possible!"{Ann O., Clinical Director} 
 

We get quotes like this all the time... 
 

 
 



 

Clinician Toolbox 

Do you use EMDR in your practice? Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing 
(EMDR) is an integrative psychotherapy approach that has been extensively 
researched and proven effective for the treatment of trauma.  
 
EMDR is a set of standardized protocols that incorporates elements from many 
different treatment approaches. See more here... 
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